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Call to Order: A meeting of the Winfield Town Council was held at the Winfield Government Center, 

10645 Randolph Street, Winfield, Indiana on May 28th, 2019. The meeting convened at 6:49 PM. The 

Pledge of Allegiance was recited.   

 

Rick Anderson conducted roll call: 

Members in attendance: Gerald Stiener, Dave Anderson, Tim Clayton, and Jim Simmons. 

Members not in attendance: Bridget Baird 

Also in attendance: Attorney David Austgen from Austgen Kuiper Jasaitis P.C.; Rick Anderson, Clerk-

Treasurer; Nick Bellar, Town Administrator/Planning and Zoning Administrator; Mike Duffy, Town 

Engineer; Dan Ball, Town Marshal; and Jason Gikas, LOFS Fire Department  

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 

Gerald Stiener entertained a motion to approve the minutes of the Joint Sewer Board and Town 

Council Executive Session of April 23, 2019 and May 14, 2019 and Regular Town Council 

Meeting Minutes of April 23, 2019 and May 14, 2019. Tim Clayton made the motion to approve 

the minutes, Jim Simmons seconded the motion. The minutes were approved as presented by a 

vote of 4-0. 

 

STAFF REPORTS: 

• Nick Bellar stated in April the Building Department had 14 new home permits, they are up 

to 31 home permits for the year which is up from this time last year. The residential 

subdivision, Latitude, held their Public Hearing for their Zone Change and Primary Plat 

Approval at the last Plan Commission meeting. The Zone Change Ordinance for Latitude 

is on the agenda tonight. Nick stated he and Mike Duffy are still working on updating 

various town maps. 

  

• Anthony Clark, Public Works Director, reported they have been doing dye testing on 

Doubletree North and South to confirm the new homes are connected to the sewer system 

properly. Tony asked for direction on 121st Avenue from Gibson to Decatur, on whether or 

not they should fill the holes or close the road down. Mike Duffy stated it was ground up 

and returned back to gravel a few years back. Gerald Stiener said it would probably be best 

to have the Street Department fill the holes with gravel. The emergency gate was installed 

at the Wyndance construction entrance and at the Deer Creek lift station. The John Deer 

mower is currently down, and is scheduled for repair this week. There are issues with the 

street sweeper, Mitchel Floyd is working on that. Next year Tony would like to see if it 

would be possible to get two new mowers, the ones they have are 13 years old and difficult 

to maintain. They are working on weed control and seeding at the Randolph Community 

Park right now. Tony checked out the Trees Subdivision Park and noted much of the 

equipment is rusting and there is a standing water issue in one corner of the park. 

 

• Town Marshal, Dan Ball, submitted his monthly stats. There were no significant 

outstanding incidents. They have had more local ordinance violations regarding noise and 
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animal calls, that are typical for this time of year. They have seen an increase in OWI 

arrests, this year they already have had 43 so far.  Their traffic stops are up 62% for the 

year and Officer Kovacik was able to apprehend a suspect in a hit and run incident 

recently. The replacement vehicle for the one that was damaged is being equipped now. 

Gerald Stiener asked if he will be using the speed sign again. Dan stated he will start using 

it again in the summer months. 

 

• Chief Jason Gikas, LOFS Fire Department, reported their calls so far for this year are at 

437, with 101 in April and 46 being from the town. Chief Gikas thanked the Council for 

the approval of the EMS Rates Ordinance and looks forward to meeting with them again to 

go over the contract on Thursday. 

 

Gerald Stiener entertained a motion to amend the agenda and add the item of Consideration of the 

Opticon System for the Randolph Street and 109th intersection. Dave Anderson made the motion to amend 

the agenda. Tim Clayton seconded the motion, the motion carried with all in favor 4-0.  

 

PUBLIC COMMENTS (Agenda Items):  

Mike Schreiber, 7577 E. 117th Ave., lives directly across from the proposed Latitude subdivision. He 

wanted the Council to know that he and all of his neighbors are against the subdivision. He also wanted to 

inform the Council that “Patio homes” are defined on Wikipedia as a condo, duplex or townhome lots. He 

is concerned this plan will be modified in the future to make those homes multi-family units. Gerald 

Stiener responded that this Ordinance states what can and can’t be built and this states it is single family 

only. Anyone can come in and request to make a change but they would have to go through the whole 

process all over again including a Public Hearing where the surrounding neighbors would be notified 

again. 

 

Judith Chandler, 7012 E. 117th Ave., lives to the west of Latitude’s property. She stated that she knows 

she can’t stop the development but wants to know what recourse there will be for her property in regards 

to the water damage that has already been done to her land from the previous property owner and believes 

the subdivision will cause more water to flow onto her land when the retention pond they build over flows 

in a heavy rain. She used to use the neighbor’s property to access the back portion of her land and now 

will not be able to. She stated that Todd Kleven said she would be able to use her own land to access that 

area if she put in the infrastructure but now, she would have to pay to fix the damage that was done to her 

land on top of paying to create the access. She said her ditches already handle the water shed from the 

retirement center and will see more drainage problems from the neighboring subdivision. She just wants 

the Council to take this into consideration and do something about it. 

 

CITIZEN REQUESTING PLACEMENT ON AGENDA (Non-related to the Agenda):  None. 
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UNFINISHED/DEFERRED BUSINESS:  

1. Update on Community Crossings Roadwork Projects. 

Rick Anderson stated they are ready to go on the Reith Riley contract for the Community Crossings 

Roadwork projects including County Line Road, 129th Avenue, and 117th Avenue. County Line Road will 

be first, they are scheduled to begin on June 24th. 117th Avenue will be last. The project is estimated to 

last 45 days. 

 

2. Report on Bids for Randolph Street Sidewalk Projects. 

Rick stated after reviewing the bids it was determined that Gariup was the lowest responsible bid. These 

sidewalks will connect the Hawk light to Jerry Ross school. The bid was structured as an 8 foot concrete 

walk with an asphalt path as an alternate. Gariup’s amount for concrete was $225,700 and the amount for 

asphalt $187,300. Mike Duffy did pull out the stormwater component at $93,000. The Town portion for 

just the concrete portion would be $132,700 and the asphalt would be $94,000. Rick noted it did come in 

lower than the estimated cost. Dave Anderson made the motion to approve the award to Gariup for the 

sidewalk project in concrete subject to review by legal and engineering. Tim Clayton seconded the 

motion. Jim Simmons asked if the existing sidewalk they are tying into is also 8 foot wide. Mike Duffy 

stated the school has an existing 6 foot path but the town has used 8 foot paths throughout town. After no 

further discussion the motion carried with all in favor 4-0.  

 

3. Update on Additional Roadwork-Signage-Sidewalk Projects for 2019. 

Rick Anderson provided an updated list prioritizing projects based on the feedback of the last meeting. 

This includes, the remaining portions of 117th not covered by the grant that will complete the repaving of 

that road, crack sealing on 109th Avenue and other areas in town, the 109th approaches on Randolph Street 

that was not able to be completed last year with the Randolph Street repaving, 106th Court in Trees, 107th 

in Trees, and New Hampshire Street in Hidden Creek. Rick also listed four alternatives that they can 

consider if pricing is lower than expected or if they are not awarded the next Community Crossing Grants 

which will free up the matching funds required for that. These include 103rd and Cass in Hidden Creek, 

104th Avenue in Hidden Creek, the bridge approaches on 109th near Colorado, and a passing blister at 

Arizona Street along 109th Avenue. They would like to publish so bids would be received by the end of 

June. Jim Simmons asked why it appeared the cost of the 109th bridge approaches went up since the last 

meeting. Rick stated they only included one side thinking Lake County would improve that area if they 

were to make adjustments at the Colorado intersection. However, that side of the bridge is getting worse 

and they can’t rely on Lake County to make any improvement anytime soon. Gerald said they discussed 

holding off on the parking lot expansion at the Randolph Community Park. Rick stated that is there as a 

place holder in case the bids came in under what was estimated. Mike Duffy said the parking lot will not 

be included in the road work bid package, it is an alternate for the park bid package. Gerald Stiener stated 

from their past discussion they agreed to complete 117th and to do the bridge approaches. Mike stated they 

did let Rieth Riley know that they would be doing all of 117th. The Council agreed that will be done. Jim 

stated they could remove the park parking lot and switch it for the passing blister on Arizona and could 

also take care of the bridge approaches. Rick stated if they are not awarded the grant, they would be able 

to use the $175,000 to complete the other road projects. Gerald would like to see the State Street 

intersection addressed and asked Mike Duffy what the estimated cost was. Mike stated for just the 

signalization it was around $150,000 and additional work would be needed to add turn lanes. Mike 
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recommended finishing the Randolph intersection left over from last year. It would be best to address that 

before it wears down further. Rick recommended leaving all the subdivision roads as alternates. After 

further discussion they decided to move forward with 117th Avenue, the 109th Avenue bridge approaches, 

and the passing blister at Arizona. Mike Duffy stated he will leave the parking lot for the park in the park 

bid package as an alternative to at least get the pricing on it. 

 

4. Update on Phase 2 Expansion of Randolph Street Community Park. 

Mike Duffy stated the bid documents are ready, he gave Rick Anderson the notice to bid for the 

newspaper. Bids will be due June 25th. Rick provided and updated list for the park, the pavilion and 

parking lot will be alternates. The base bid will be the playground equipment and pour and place surface. 

Rick stated he checked with CDBG and they are allowed to go with the one bid they received for the pour 

and place surface.  Mike stated there will be grading going on for the expansion so the park will be closed 

during that time.  

 

NEW BUSINESS:  

1. Ordinance #298, Consideration of Zone Change, AG to PDR, for Latitude Subdivision, 143 lots 

at 7500 E. 117th Avenue as Recommended by Winfield Plan Commission. 

Nick Bellar stated this is a Favorable Recommendation from the Plan Commission for a residential 

subdivision, Latitude. It is a single-family subdivision with a patio home element to it. Jack Huls with 

DVG was present along with Attorney Richard E. Anderson of Anderson & Anderson P.C. and Todd 

Kleven of Diamond Peak Homes. Jack provided a background on the engineering of the subdivision and 

went into detail on the storm drainage system. He stated this system will benefit the water shed in that 

area and run off to the neighboring properties; it meets the town’s strict stormwater requirements. They 

will also be improving the drainage along 117th Avenue with curbing and stormwater inlets as well as a 

frontage sidewalk. Jack stated their traffic study did not specifically require them to make adjustments to 

117th Avenue but their subdivision will be adding traffic so they have agreed to work with the town to 

provide the stone and earthwork for additional turn lanes for the 117th and Randolph intersection. They 

will also be working with Crown Point Christian Village on the extension of the water and sewer lines to 

the area and will be providing easements and right of way to the town. Jim Simmons asked about the 

drainage in the area between 115th and 111th where the homes back up to each other. Jack stated there is a 

flood route so the drainage pitches to the backyards and there is a storm drainage line back there. Jim 

asked about the easements there, Nick Bellar answered there are 15 foot easements on each property; 30 

feet total. Jim stated he is against the density, he does not like the short side easements and short 

driveways, it will cause too much street parking. He does like the home styles, and asked if the patio 

homes will have basements. Jack stated the term patio homes is more of a misnomer for their patio style. 

Most patio homes are smaller and on slabs; their patio homes will be between 1,600-2,000 square feet and 

some will be able to have basements and will be on lookout lots; both products are single family. Jim was 

still concerned about rear yard flooding, Jack stated they have had to provide calculations for flooding 

with the rear yard swales. They oversized some of the storm sewers in certain areas to get the water to the 

pond.  Jim asked about allowing the same style of homes next to each other. Attorney Anderson answered 

that there is an anti-monotony clause in the covenants that states the same design cannot be within three 

homes of each other. He also stated the HOA will be maintaining all of the public areas and playground 

including the equipment. He noted they also switched from street lights to each home having a coach light 
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so electricity will not be billed to the town. Attorney Anderson stated in regards to the Ordinance tonight 

this also includes the turn lane work for the 117th and Randolph intersection, walking path material 

approval by Nick Bellar, a final storm water report by DLZ, accel/decel lanes for the subdivision 

entrances, and easement being granted to the town.  

 

Todd Kleven, Chief Operating Officer for Diamond Peak Group, gave a brief background on the 

adjustments made on the subdivision to get them to this final plan. They originally proposed 170 lots and 

due to required engineering for the storm drainage and comments from the Commission they came down 

to 143 lots. He confirmed that the same façade will not be allowed within three homes. They currently 

have 12-15 different models but will be creating a unique look for this subdivision so it will not be the 

same as their other developments. This is a $50 million project and he expects it to take 7 to 10 years 

before it is completely built out. He also noted their cooperation with the town on the water and sewer 

extension and providing right of way to the town without asking for compensation and adding to the 

improvement of the 117th Avenue intersection. In regards to the neighbor’s concerns over water shed and 

storm water control, Todd used the analogy of a bath tub that even if is it filled with water, it will drain 

from the bottom in the same controlled way; a fraction of the amount of water currently being released. In 

regards to grading he recommended the town check all the grading on the site plans to ensure it meets the 

subdivision plans. Jack Huls stated he believes the town’s Building Department does a good job on doing 

that already speaking from his own experience. Gerald Stiener just wanted to point out that these homes 

are a step up from what they usually have presented to them. Jim Simmons agreed they are nice homes 

and he asked when the development turns control of the HOA over to the residents. Attorney Anderson 

said the covenants stated when the subdivision reaches 75% it is turned over and the HOA will control the 

architectural approval. Mike Duffy stated to the Council from all the changes made recently due to 

discrepancies with other developments, he feels confident the town is well equipped on ensuring the 

proper execution of this storm water plan.  Attorney Austgen said the Ordinance states that it is required 

to have DLZ review and put on the record that the storm water element is done correctly and include final 

engineer review of the final plat. He also suggested to impose reasonable conditions to the motion 

including the anti-monotony provisions of no home to have the same façade within 3 homes or lots, that is 

not mentioned in the Ordinance. Attorney Austgen stated a zoning ordinance does not require a second 

reading. Tim Clayton made the motion to adopt Ordinance 298 in title only and proceeded to read the title 

in full, including the anti-monotony clause as stated by the town attorney and Diamond Peak Group. Dave 

Anderson second the motion, the motion carried 3-1 with Jim Simmons opposed.  

 

AMENDED AGENDA ITEM: 

Consideration of Opticon System. 

Gerald Stiener said it is his understanding that the pricing on the Opticon System ranges from $10,000-

$12,000. Mike Duffy said it depends on which version system is used. Gerald Stiener asked Chief Gikas 

if his vehicles are already equipped with the responders. Chief Gikas said they currently have the light 

emitting system but the GPS system is better. Crown Point is using the GPS system and they are looking 

to match up to that system for routing to the hospital. Gerald said it would seem like the GPS system is 

the cheaper option. Mike Duffy explained the GPS is cheaper per intersection but more expensive per 

vehicle. Town Marshal, Dan Ball, stated his vehicles are not equipped with either system. Dave Anderson 

asked Chief Gikas to find out how much the upgrade to GPS would cost. Chief Gikas said he will and 
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noted not all of his vehicle have the system now only the ambulance as the first priority for the hospital. 

No decision was made at this time, this item was tabled for now.  

 

TREASURERS REPORT: 

Rick presented the Treasurer’s Report through April 30, 2019 and routine claims-to-date in the amount of 

$373,985.31. Gerald Stiener entertained a motion to pay the claims.  Tim Clayton made a motion to pay the 

claims in the amount of $373,985.31. Jim Simmons asked about the charge for the 109th Scoping Study, he 

thought that was already done. Rick explained they had a presentation recently they were charged for but 

this is reimbursable funding.  Jim Simmons seconded the motion.  After no further discussion the motion 

carried with all in favor 4-0.  

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Gerald Stiener noted the various upcoming meetings. 

 

 

ADJOURNMENT: 

Gerald Stiener entertained a motion to adjourn the meeting. Dave Anderson made a motion to adjourn and 

it was seconded by Jim Simmons.  All were in favor, the motion carried 5-0.  The meeting adjourned at 

7:49 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Gerald Stiener      Richard C. Anderson, Jr. 

Town Council President     Clerk-Treasurer 
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 Kim Wachowski 

 Recording Secretary 

  

  

   


